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The City of Phoenix, the Historic Neighborhood Petitioners, the
Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”), and Michael Huerta,
Administrator of FAA, the parties to this proceeding, respectfully
petition this Court for rehearing and request that the Court modify its
August 29, 2017, order to reflect the language proposed on page 16 of
this Petition, regarding the appropriate remedy in this case. The parties
do not seek any other modification of this Court’s August 29, 2017
order.
INTRODUCTION
Petitioners in these consolidated cases asked this Court to review
the Federal Aviation Administration’s compliance with federal
environmental laws prior to publishing and implementing “certain
flight departure routes” for aircraft departing Phoenix Sky Harbor
International Airport (“Phoenix Sky Harbor”).1 While there are only
nine departure procedures at issue in this case, each of which was
separately published in FAA’s Terminal Procedures Publication (“TPP”)
on September 18, 2014, FAA’s publication on that date addressed a

1

See Corrected Petition for Review in No. 15-1158 at 1; Petition for

Review in No. 15-1247 at 1.

1
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much larger group of procedures at Phoenix Sky Harbor and the
surrounding area. 2 This Court’s August 29, 2017, opinion “grant[ed]
the petitions, vacate[d] the September 18, 2014 order implementing the
new flight routes and procedures at Sky Harbor International Airport,
and remand[ed] the matter to the FAA for further proceedings
consistent with this opinion.” City of Phoenix, Arizona v. Huerta, 869
F.3d 963, 974 (D.C. Cir. 2017). In so doing, the Court’s opinion could be
interpreted to grant relief that encompasses a wide variety of additional
procedures at Phoenix Sky Harbor and the surrounding vicinity, most of
which are not directly addressed in Petitioners' specific claims in this
litigation. To require vacatur of these other procedures covered by the
September 18, 2014 publication, would likely result in unintended
consequences for these routes and procedures beyond addressing the
environmental and noise issues in this litigation.
Moreover, as this petition for panel rehearing explains, FAA
believes that vacating the challenged departure procedures without a

The TPP is a 26-volume set of paper books containing, among other
things, instrument procedure approach charts and departure procedure
charts. It is available online at:
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/dtpp/.

2

2
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valid replacement procedure may substantially delay operations at
Phoenix Sky Harbor and increase safety risks by complicating airport
operations. To avoid that outcome, FAA has proposed a process, agreed
to by all parties, for the FAA to alleviate in the short term the
Petitioners’ specific concerns about aircraft noise created by the nine
new departure procedures while the agency reconsiders the departure
procedures remanded by this Court. This agreement is attached as
Exhibit 1. This approach would avoid the potential for disruption and
uncertainty posed by immediate implementation of this Court’s August
29, 2017 order. Furthermore, the parties’ agreement effectuates the
Court’s decision by reducing the immediate burden of aircraft noise and
improving coordination between FAA and the affected community.
To implement this agreed-upon solution, the parties respectfully
request that the Court alter the remand order in its August 29, 2017,
opinion, to clarify that the Court is remanding only certain departure
procedures published on September 18, 2014, and that those procedures
are remanded without being vacated.

3
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ARGUMENT
I.

This Court’s remand order should be limited to nine specific
departure procedures published on September 18, 2014.
On September 18, 2014, the FAA published 17 new air traffic

procedures for use at Phoenix Sky Harbor, 14 of which were nextgeneration “RNAV” procedures. RNAV procedures are an element of
FAA’s implementation of “NextGen” Performance-Based Navigation.
Petitioners did not challenge all of these procedures, however. Instead,
each of the two petitions for review stated that it was challenging
“certain flight departure routes,” and the briefing made clear that the
procedures of concern were those with the potential to cause adverse
noise impacts to historic properties and parks. The City repeated in its
opening brief that it was challenging only departure routes, Opening
Br. of Phoenix at 1, and the Neighborhood Petitioners’ briefing
referenced “low-flying” departures over specific historic neighborhoods,
Opening Br. of Historic Neighborhoods at 1. This Court then focused on
departure routes from Phoenix Sky Harbor in evaluating FAA’s
compliance with the relevant federal environmental statutes.
Consistent with the petitions for review and the briefs, the parties have
agreed that only nine specific departure procedures published on
4
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September 18, 2014, are at issue in this proceeding. These procedures
are identified in the Memorandum Regarding Implementation of Court
Order (“Memorandum”), attached as Exhibit 1, as MAYSA, LALUZ,
SNOBL, YOTES, BNYRD, FTHLS, IZZZO, JUDTH, and KATMN (“the
Western RNAV Routes”).
Part IV of this Court’s opinion, however, does not state whether it
is limited only to vacating these nine specific departure procedures.
This Court’s opinion “vacate[s] the September 18, 2014 order
implementing the new flight routes and procedures at Sky Harbor
International Airport.” Phoenix, 869 F.3d at 875. During briefing and
argument, the parties described the September 18, 2014, publication of
multiple procedures as an “order” as a shorthand description that
comports with the language of 49 U.S.C. § 46110. But each new
procedure published on September 18, 2014, was individually and
separately published on that date. See, e.g., J.A. 433-520. They were not
contained in a single document, and the publication also includes
hundreds of procedures for use throughout the National Airspace
System for many other airports. In the regional airspace around

5
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Phoenix alone, the FAA published 84 new procedures, most of which are
for use at satellite airports and are not at issue in Petitioners’ claims.
There are also other procedures and routes at Phoenix Sky Harbor
that fall outside the scope of Petitioners’ claims and for that reason are
not necessary for remand. For example, Petitioners did not address the
five new arrival procedures published on September 18, 2014, which are
at higher altitudes than the departures. Three of the new procedures
published that day were not RNAV or “NextGen” procedures at all. Two
of them were Instrument Landing System amendments. The other is an
Obstacle Departure Procedure that is necessary for the continued
operation of Phoenix Sky Harbor.
Other new procedures published on that same date include
transitions to other satellite airports in the area. The procedures, as
designed, allow the air traffic in the surrounding area to utilize the
same flight routes but with differing “exit ramps” based on the
designated airport. Vacating all of these procedures would impact not
only Phoenix Sky Harbor, but these satellite airports as well. These
satellite airport procedures were never identified by Petitioners as the
basis for their alleged injuries in this case.

6
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For the reasons outlined above, the parties request that the Court
not remand the obstacle departure procedure, the instrument landing
system amendments, and the arrival procedures into Phoenix Sky
Harbor published on September 18, 2014. This Court also should not
remand procedures that apply to satellite airports and not to Phoenix
Sky Harbor. To do otherwise would have a substantial adverse effect on
airport operations beyond the scope of the petitions for review and
would impair the parties’ collaborative solution to the underlying
problem. Accordingly, to address these concerns and to implement the
agreement reached by the parties in their Memorandum the parties
respectfully request that the Court clarify the scope of its remand order
by limiting it to the nine pertinent departure procedures described
above as the Western RNAV Routes and replacing the language of the
Court’s ordering paragraph with language that is proposed on pages 16
of this Petition.
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This Court should remand the nine specific departure procedures
without vacating them, to facilitate the parties’ jointly-negotiated
resolution of the issues presented by this litigation.
After this Court issued its opinion, the parties discussed the most

appropriate means of addressing this Court’s concerns in an expeditious
manner. The attached document describes in more detail the approach
that FAA proposes to take on remand. Exhibit 1. The FAA proposes to
direct planes to depart Phoenix Sky Harbor along routes similar to
those in use prior to September 2014. However, implementing this
solution requires that the remanded departure procedures remain valid
so they can be used in later legs of those flights and connect with other
routes outside of the Phoenix airspace.
Although remanding without vacating is not “the standard
remedy,” Am. Bioscience, Inc. v. Thompson, 269 F.3d 1077, 1084 (D.C.
Cir. 2001), the parties jointly agree that in this case, remanding without
vacating is in the best interest of all parties involved. The proposed
remand in this case achieves the objectives of vacatur by returning
aircraft to positions similar to where they were prior to the challenged
agency action, but in a fashion that reduces disruption and risk. Such a
remedy is “consistent with this Court’s precedent.” North Carolina v.
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EPA, 550 F.3d 1176, 1178 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (citing Natural Res. Def.
Council v. EPA, 489 F.3d 1250, 1262 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (noting this
Court’s practice of remand without vacatur)); see also Stephanie
Tatham, Administrative Conference of the United States, The Unusual

Remedy of Remand Without Vacatur: Final Report at 21 & Appendix A
(2014) (identifying 41 cases between 2000 and 2013 in which this Court
has remanded agency action without vacating). The parties therefore
respectfully request that the remanded departure procedures not be
vacated, so long as the attached Memorandum is followed.
In considering whether to vacate an agency action, this Court
considers two factors: (1) “the seriousness of the order’s deficiencies”
and (2) “the disruptive consequences” of agency actions in the interim.

Allied-Signal, Inc. v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 988 F.2d
146, 150 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (citing International Union, UMW v. FMSHA,
920 F.2d 960, 967 (D.C. Cir. 1990)). Here, in FAA’s view, both factors
fully support remand without vacatur. Petitioners disagree as to the
first factor, but agree that the proposed solution is less disruptive and
more certain than vacatur.

9
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In this petition, filed jointly by all parties in furtherance of a
negotiated resolution, we ask this Court to remand without vacatur
based on the second factor of the Allied-Signal test. “There is no rule
requiring either the proponent or opponent of vacatur to prevail on both
factors.” Shands Jacksonville Med. Ctr. v. Burwell, 139 F. Supp. 3d 240,
270 (D.D.C. 2015). Either factor may independently support this Court’s
decision not to vacate an agency action. See, e.g., North Carolina, 550
F.3d at 1177-78 (remanding a rule without vacating it when vacatur
would be particularly disruptive, without relying on the first Allied-

Signal factor).
If this Court were to vacate all of the RNAV departure procedures
from Phoenix Sky Harbor, FAA believes that the resulting disruption
while the FAA prepares new replacement procedures would far
outweigh any possible benefit. The development and implementation of
new air traffic procedures is a long and complex process that often takes
months to years. Much of this complexity stems from a procedure’s
interrelationship with others in use in the same airspace or nearby.
Flights arriving or departing from a particular airport are only one part
of a much larger network of aircraft sharing the national airspace, with
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their location at any given time subject to numerous rules and
regulations and requiring real-time management by air traffic
controllers.
For this reason, FAA’s publication and implementation of an air
traffic procedure is unlike other discrete final agency actions that this
Court regularly reviews under the Administrative Procedure Act, such
as promulgating a new rule or granting a license. Air traffic procedures
are interwoven by design, and removing one or more procedures from
the larger system may have unintended consequences. For several
reasons, on the date this Court’s mandate issues and its order becomes
effective, FAA does not believe it can safely assign the procedures that
were in place prior to September 2014: “the egg has been scrambled and
there is no apparent way to restore the status quo ante.” Sugar Cane

Growers v. Veneman, 289 F.3d 89, 97 (D.C. Cir. 2002).
Although the pre-2014 departure procedures at Phoenix Sky
Harbor are still published, they cannot be safely flown at the present
time with any real frequency. 3 Some of them conflict with new arrival

These older procedures are occasionally assigned to aircraft not
technologically-equipped to fly the newer procedures, but this occurs
less than once a day.
3
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procedures from September 2014 and subsequent decisions, and are
inconsistent with the current airspace design, so that they are not
wholly contained within a single controller’s airspace.
If the current RNAV departure routes from Phoenix Sky Harbor
were vacated, and FAA were to attempt to return to full-time use of the
pre-2014 departure procedures, FAA believes that the time required for
controller training, documentation, review, approval, and publication of
those procedures could take the agency as much as two years. In the
meantime, operations at the airport could be significantly delayed, as
controllers might have to establish much greater separation between
departing aircraft (therefore limiting the number of aircraft that can
depart in any given period of time). Phoenix Sky Harbor is one of the
nation’s busiest airports, and a significant part of the local economy.
While Petitioners disagree with FAA’s assessment of the degree of
disruption that vacating the RNAV departure routes would cause, all
parties agree that the “disruptive consequences” of vacatur justify this
Court modifying its remedy order to remand the procedures without
vacating them so that the parties can pursue their preferred solution.

Allied-Signal, Inc., 988 F.2d at 150.
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FAA and the Petitioners are jointly developing changes to
procedures at Phoenix Sky Harbor that will address noise
concerns in the short term in an orderly fashion.
The parties do not request an “open-ended remand without

vacatur.” In re Core Communications, Inc., 531 F.3d 849, 862 (D.C. Cir.
2008) (Griffith, J., concurring). Instead, the parties have agreed upon a
two-step process by which the FAA will implement procedures at the
airport allowing planes to depart along routes substantially similar to
those in use prior to the implementation of the challenged procedures.
The parties anticipate that this “Step One” could be in place as early as
March 2018, after public notice and meetings.
Contemporaneously, the FAA would work to design and
implement replacement RNAV departure procedures from Phoenix Sky
Harbor for use in the long term, including consideration of new RNAV
designs based on the Step One procedures. This “Step Two” would
involve a process for public input and comment, as described in Exhibit
1, as well as full compliance with all applicable federal environmental
and other laws, consistent with this Court’s opinion.
However, Step One would alter only the beginning of the
departure procedures at Phoenix Sky Harbor, requiring planes to

13
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return to the RNAV procedures after the first legs of their departure.
Success of this approach therefore depends on the continued partial use
of those RNAV procedures, which in turn requires that the RNAV
procedures not be vacated by an order of this Court.

IV.

The parties further request that this Court stay issuance of its
mandate until June 15, 2018.
The Petitioners have expressed concern that the mandate should

not be issued prior to implementation of the solutions described in
Exhibit 1. They therefore request (and the FAA concurs with this
request) that this Court stay its mandate until June 15, 2018, or until
the parties notify this Court that the mandate should issue, whichever
comes sooner.
This Court has, in prior cases, suggested that a short stay of the
mandate is appropriate when invalidating an agency rule would have
adverse consequences for public health and safety. Cement Kiln

Recycling Coalition v. EPA, 255 F.3d 855, 872 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (citing
Columbia Falls Aluminum Co. v. EPA, 139 F.3d 914, 924 (D.C. Cir.
1998)). In both Cement Kiln and Columbia Falls, this Court invited the
Environmental Protection Agency to file a post-decision motion
14
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requesting a stay of the mandate for a “reasonable time,” thereby
allowing the agency to develop a new standard or rule that would
comply with this Court’s ruling. The parties ask the same of this Court
in this case. The parties believe that a stay until June 15, 2018, is both
sufficient time for the FAA to implement its proposed interim solution
and a reasonably short time for this Court to stay its mandate. While it
exceeds the 90 days that this Court would “ordinarily” grant upon a
showing of good cause, D.C. Cir. R. 41(a)(2), the parties respectfully ask
this Court to grant a stay until June 15, 2018, to facilitate
implementation of their jointly-negotiated solution.
The parties have agreed, as described in paragraph 2c of
Exhibit 1, to promptly notify this Court when the FAA has completed
implementation of its Step One solution so that the mandate may issue.
The parties otherwise ask leave to provide this Court with brief status
reports at least thirty days before June 15, 2018, to apprise this Court
of any relevant developments that have occurred during the brief stay
period.

15
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CONCLUSION
All parties to these consolidated petitions for review respectfully
request that this Court grant the petition for panel rehearing. The
parties request that this Court amend its August 29, 2017, opinion by
deleting the content of Section IV and replacing it with the following
language:
For the foregoing reasons, we grant the petitions and
remand to the FAA, without vacating, the portion of the
September 18, 2014 order implementing the MAYSA,
LALUZ, SNOBL, YOTES, BNYRD, FTHLS, IZZZO, JUDTH,
and KATMN procedures at Phoenix Sky Harbor
International Airport departing Runways 25L, 25R or
Runway 26 for further proceedings consistent with this
opinion and the Memorandum Regarding Implementation of
Court Order filed with this Court on November 30, 2017.
This Court will stay the issuance of its mandate until June
15, 2018, unless the parties notify this Court prior to that
date that the mandate should issue. The parties may each
file a status report of no more than 2,500 words on or before
May 15, 2018, in the event the mandate has not yet issued.
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Footnotes

1
2
3

See Brittany Hargrave, Phoenix Neighbors Protest Sky Harbor Flight-Path Change, THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC, Sept.
30, 2014 (updated Oct. 1, 2014), http://azc.cc/YQlwu5.
See Ashley Thompson, Neighbors Upset at FAA's New Flight Patterns Hold Day of Protest, KNXV,
Oct. 24, 2015, http://www.abc15.com/news/region-phoenix-metro/centralphoenix/neighbors-upset-at-faas-new-flightpatterns-hold-day-of-protest.
See Miriam Wasser, Sound and Fury: Frustrated Phoenix Residents Are Roaring Ever Since the FAA Changed Sky
Harbor Flight Paths, PHOENIX NEW TIMES , Mar. 4, 2015, http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/sound-and-furyfrustrated-phoenix-residents-are-roaring-ever-since-the-faa-changed-sky-harbor-flight-paths-6654056; Caitlin McGlade,
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FAA Will Study Solution to Flight-Path Noise, THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC, Oct. 16, 2014 (updated Oct. 17, 2014), http://
azc.cc/1waaUm9.
In Paralyzed Veterans, the petitioners had filed a petition for review within sixty days of an amended final order. But the
Paralyzed Veterans court treated that fact as a distinct reason to review the petition, considering “[m]ore important[ ]”
the fact that petitioners had shown reasonable grounds for delaying their petition for review of the original order. See
752 F.2d at 705 n.82.
Petitioners also claim that the FAA violated the agency's own Order 7100.41 by excluding the City from the Working Group
re-convened in the wake of the controversy over the new routes. We do not reach that argument, however, because our
review is limited to the agency's September order.
Although at times it may be difficult to identify precisely who must be notified, the FAA's regulatory acknowledgment of
its obligation has narrowed the field. Here, given the changes about to occur, it was unreasonable to ignore elected local
officials once the FAA was on notice that the Aviation Department employee lacked authorization to speak for the City of
Phoenix. See infra Part III.C (discussing FAA regulations under section 4(f) of the Transportation Act).

End of Document
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that the preceding Joint Petition for Panel
Rehearing was served on all counsel of record on November 30, 2017, by
use of this Court’s CM/ECF system, as all counsel are registered to
receive electronic service.
s/ LANE N. MCFADDEN
Attorney, ENRD Appellate Section
United States Dept. of Justice
PO Box 7415, Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044
(202) 353-9022
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THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
CITY OF PHOENIX, ARIZONA,
et. al.

)
)
)
Petitioners,
)
)
vs.
)
)
MICHAEL P. HUERTA, in his official capacity
)
)
as Administrator, Federal Aviation Administration,)
et al.
)
)
Federal Respondents.
)
________________________________________________)

Civ. Nos. 15-1158,
15-1247
(consolidated)

MEMORANDUM REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION OF COURT
ORDER
The City of Phoenix and the Historic Neighborhood Petitioners
(collectively, “Petitioners”) and the Federal Aviation Administration
and Michael Huerta, in his official capacity as Administrator
(collectively the “FAA”) (together with Petitioners, “the Parties”), have
reached an agreement for implementation of this Court’s August 29,
2017, judgment, with the Parties agreeing to undertake and perform
the measures set forth in this stipulated Memorandum Regarding
Implementation of Court Order (“Agreement”).
Whereas, on September 18, 2014, the FAA published new flight
routes and air traffic procedures at Sky Harbor International Airport
(“PHX”), including west flow area navigation (“RNAV”) Standard
Instrument Departures from Runways 25L, 25R and 26 of PHX referred
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to as BNYRD, KATMN, FTHLS, JUDTH, IZZZO, MAYSA, LALUZ,
SNOBL, and YOTES (the “Western RNAV Routes”);
Whereas, prior to September 18, 2014, and through today, FAA
had and has published Standard Instrument Departures from Runways
25L, 25R and 26 of PHX known as CHILY, ST. JOHN’S, SILOW,
MAXXO, STANFIELD, and BUCKEYE (the “Pre-RNAV Western
Routes”);
Whereas, Petitioners filed petitions for review challenging certain
procedures from PHX published on that date;
Whereas, on August 29, 2017, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia issued a judgment vacating and remanding those
departure procedures to FAA; and
Whereas, the FAA and Petitioners have reached an agreement
specifically relating to certain initial departure instructions for the
Western RNAV Routes.
THEREFORE, the Parties agree and stipulate as follows:
1.

The Parties agree that the Western RNAV Routes should be

remanded by the Court without vacatur, consistent with this
Memorandum, to permit the FAA to address Petitioners’ concerns
in a manner that allows for PHX to be operated safely and
efficiently as described herein. The parties further agree that no
other routes shall be remanded or vacated by the Court.
2.

The Parties agree to the following process for

implementation of this Agreement and the Court’s August 29,
2017, Order.
a. Following execution of this Agreement, the Parties shall file
a joint petition for panel rehearing that includes:
2
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i. The ag reem entof the Parties thatam endm entof the
relief identified in Sec tion IV of the D.C.Circ uit’s
Aug ust29, 2017 , op inion is ap p rop riate to avoid
unc ertainty and assure safety and im m ediate noise
relief.
ii.A req uestto am end and rep lac e the D.C.Circ uit’s
op inion and orderof Aug ust29, 2017 , Sec tion IV w ith
the follow ing tex t:
“F or the foreg oing reasons, w e g rantthe p etitions
and rem and to the F AA, w ithoutvac ating , the
p ortion of the Sep tem ber 18 , 2014 order
im p lem enting the M AYSA, LALU Z , SNOBL,
YOTES, BNYRD, F THLS, IZ Z Z O, JU DTH, and
KATM N p roc edures atPhoenix Sky Harbor
InternationalAirp ortdep arting Runw ays 25L,
25R or Runw ay 26 for further p roc eeding s
c onsistentw ith this op inion and the
M em orandum filed w ith this Courton Novem ber
30, 2017 .This Courtw illstay the issuanc e of its
m andate untilJune 15, 2018 , unless the p arties
notify this Courtp riorto thatdate thatthe
m andate should issue.The p arties m ay eac h file a
status rep ortof no m ore than 2,500 w ords on or
before M ay 15, 2018 , in the eventthe m andate
has notyetissued.”
b. In order to p rovide tim e for F AA to c om p lete allnec essary
p roc esses to im p lem ent“Step One” (w hic h is desc ribed in
Parag rap h 5.a of this Ag reem ent), the p arties shallj
ointly
req uestthatthe D.C.Circ uitstay issuanc e of its m andate
untilJune 15, 2018 .
3
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c. When FAA implements the Letter of Agreement identified in
Paragraph 5.a of this Agreement and begins use of the Step
One procedures, the Parties shall promptly notify the Court
that the mandate should issue consistent with the relief
requested in the petition for panel rehearing filed pursuant
to Paragraph 2.a.
d. If the Letter of Agreement has not been implemented by
April 1, 2018, the parties shall meet and work in good faith
to determine if there are amendments to this Agreement
that would meet the needs of the Parties and avoid a
contested rehearing before the Court.
e. If the Letter of Agreement has not been implemented by
May 15, 2018, the Parties shall file status reports of no more
than 2,500 words on May 15, 2018, advising the Court
regarding how they believe it should proceed.
3.

The Parties agree to carry out the obligations set forth

hereunder.
FAA’s Obligations
4.

Short- and Long-Term Relief. FAA will address Petitioners’

concerns in two steps, hereafter referred to as “Step One” and
“Step Two.” The purpose of Step One is to provide Petitioners
some short-term relief from aircraft noise as soon as practicable.
The purpose of Step Two will be to develop longer-term procedure
changes that will involve the implementation of new or modified
Performance Based Navigation (“PBN”) procedures at PHX,
including RNAV procedures. An estimated schedule and list of
4
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tasks for implementing Step One and Step Two is attached as
Appendix A.
5.

Step One.
a. Letter of Agreement. FAA will develop a Letter of
Agreement between the Phoenix Terminal Radar Approach
Control and the Phoenix Airport Traffic Control Tower that
replaces the initial departure instructions for the Western
RNAV Routes with alternate departure instructions that
approximate, to the extent practicable, actual departure
paths flown prior to September 18, 2014, using the PreRNAV Western Routes. Alternate departure instructions
implemented in accordance with this Agreement are
applicable to departing turbojet aircraft only and do not
apply to aircraft conducting go-around or missed-approach
operations. Specifically: Northwest departures MAYSA,
LALUZ, SNOBL, and YOTES will be issued departure
instructions to navigate along the extended runway
centerline and then cleared to join the RNAV routes at the
waypoint TWSND or some later waypoint. The southwest
departures FTHLS, KATMN, BNYRD, and JUDTH will be
issued departure instructions to a 240-degree course and
then cleared to join the RNAV routes at the waypoint
VANZZ or some later waypoint. West departure IZZZO will
be issued departure instructions to a 240-degree course and
then cleared to join the RNAV route at waypoint KEENS or
some later waypoint. The instructions provided for in the
Letter of Agreement will relate to instructions for PHX and
5
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not for aircraft flying to or from satellite airports. Clearances
or control instructions affecting initial departure
instructions will not be issued any earlier than 43rd Avenue
unless required for safety of flight purposes. Appendix B
contains a graphical representation of intended corridors for
these procedures.
b. Compliance. Development and implementation of the Letter
of Agreement must comply with federal law and FAA Orders
and policy, more specifically as detailed in Appendix A. As
part of this Agreement, FAA agrees to conduct a noise
analysis to compare differences in noise between both (1) the
Pre-RNAV Western Routes and the Step One Letter of
Agreement instructions; and (2) the Western RNAV Routes
and the Step One Letter of Agreement instructions. FAA
also agrees to consult with necessary historic-property
representatives to determine the appropriate level of
environmental analysis required under the National
Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), 42 U.S.C. § 4321, et seq.
Any action taken by the FAA during Step One will be subject
to and contingent upon complying with the authorities
described in Paragraph 7 below.
c. Timing. FAA agrees to use best efforts to develop and,
subject to agreement by the City as to timing, implement the
Letter of Agreement by April 1, 2018. This timing is
contingent upon there being no findings related to safety
issues in the Safety Risk Management process identified in
Appendix A. Further, this timing is contingent upon the
6
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FAA’s completion of any environmental review required by
NEPA and the consultation process required by the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as set forth in Paragraph 7
below.
d. Community Outreach. FAA agrees to conduct at least three
community outreach meetings with the general public in the
Phoenix metropolitan area, including at least one general
public meeting in Northeast Phoenix. The purpose of the
meetings will be to inform the public regarding the measures
being performed under Step One and to solicit any public
comments regarding noise concerns with the existing
airspace and procedures, as well as any proposals for
airspace and procedures FAA should consider for Step Two.
e. Post-Implementation Coordination of Step One. FAA shall
meet with representatives of the Petitioners at least once per
quarter until the completion of Step Two to discuss
implementation questions and radar tracks for the
procedures in Paragraph 5.a, including aircraft conducting
go-around or missed-approach operations, as well as aircraft
turning prior to 43rd Avenue (if any).
6.

Step Two. The FAA will develop PBN procedures to

supersede the westerly departure routes in Step One and Western
RNAV Routes. As the FAA develops the PBN procedures, it will
use best efforts to design and consider routes that closely
approximate the actual flight tracks for the Pre-RNAV Western
Routes between the airport and a 15-mile radius, that occurred
before the FAA’s September 18, 2014 Order. Recommendations
7
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received by the FAA from stakeholders during public outreach
sessions and written comment periods, including
recommendations outside the scope of the westerly departure
procedures described above, will be fully and reasonably
considered. However, the proposal and adoption of any procedure
changes other than the replacement of the western departures
described above as “Step One” will be made solely by the FAA
within its discretionary authority, in accordance with all
applicable laws. Any action taken by the FAA during Step Two
will be subject to and contingent upon complying with the
requirements described in Paragraph 7 below. As part of Step
Two, FAA will conduct community outreach meetings with the
public. The purpose of the meetings will be to inform the public
regarding the alternatives being considered under Step Two and
to solicit public comments regarding these alternatives.
7. Compliance with Applicable Laws, Orders, and Policy. FAA will
perform its obligations under Step One and Step Two in
accordance with the following authorities: 1 NEPA, 42 U.S.C.
§ 4321 et seq.; FAA Order 1050.1F, Environmental Impacts:

Policies and Procedures; FAA Order 7100.41, Performance Based
Navigation Implementation Process; FAA Order 7400.2L,
Procedures for Handling Airspace Matters; Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, 16 U.S.C. § 470 et

seq.; Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act, 49
U.S.C. § 303(c); and other applicable federal laws. In addition, the

1

All references to FAA Orders shall be to the most recent applicable version of such Order at the time of use.
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FAA will be guided by the principles in its February 2016
Community Involvement Manual.
a. NEPA. The FAA will comply with the guidance and
instructions provided for under FAA Order 1050.1F and FAA
Order 7400.2L, in addition to all applicable federal
regulations. FAA also agrees to conduct a noise analysis to
compare any potential noise impacts for both (1) the PreRNAV Western Routes and the Step One Letter of
Agreement instructions; and (2) the Western RNAV Routes
and the Step One Letter of Agreement instructions.
b. Section 106. The FAA will comply with Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act, the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation’s implementing regulations at 36
C.F.R. Part 800, and FAA’s internal policy when completing
Steps One and Two. Compliance will include invitations to
the local government, State Historic Preservation Officer,
and Indian tribes to participate as consulting parties. During
this process, Petitioners will identify who will serve as their
authorized representatives. Petitioners may assist in
identifying properties listed or eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places within the area of
potential effects. In addition, FAA will provide them an
opportunity to review and either concur or disagree with the
FAA’s proposed determination of effects to any historic
properties within the area of potential effects.
c. Performance Based Navigation Implementation. The FAA
will follow the systematic process for developing and
9
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implementing PBN procedures and routes set forth under
FAA Order 7100.41. This process includes the following
stages: (1) preliminary activities, (2) development work,
(3) operational preparations, (4) implementation, and (5)
post-implementation monitoring and evaluation.
d. Community Involvement Manual. The FAA will be guided by
the principles set forth in the FAA Community Involvement
Manual during Steps One and Two above. These principles
include involving the community early, facilitating inclusive
participation through public meetings, and building trust
through transparency.
e. Other Applicable Federal Laws. Other applicable federal
laws may be identified during the environmental review
process for Step One and Step Two and will need to be
addressed by FAA consistent with FAA Order 1050.1F.
Petitioners’ Obligations
8.

Procedures at Issue. Petitioners agree the RNAV procedures

covered in this Agreement are the Western RNAV Routes.
Petitioners further agree that this Agreement does not require
changes to any other existing procedures. Except as provided in
paragraphs 5 and 6, this Agreement is limited to the Western
RNAV Routes.
9.

Assist in Community Outreach. Petitioners agree to

cooperate with and the City of Phoenix agrees to cooperate with
and assist the FAA in all community outreach efforts related to
this Agreement. Such cooperation includes assisting the FAA with
providing facilities, technical information, and advice regarding
10
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p ublic outreac h and c om m unic ations.City staff shall, in w ritten
and oralstatem ents, sup p ortthe im p lem entation of Step One
w estern dep arture p roc edures as p roviding the relief req uested by
the City of Phoenix during the c ourse of the litig ation.
10. Consulting Parties in Sec tion 106 Proc ess.Petitioners also
ag ree to be c onsulting p arties w ith the F AA in fulfilling the
Sec tion 106 req uirem ents in im p lem enting Step One and Step
Tw o.This inc ludes, butis notlim ited to, review ing and
c om m enting on any Determ inations for Elig ibility and c onsulting
on the develop m entof a Prog ram m atic Ag reem entor
M em orandum of Ag reem ent(if nec essary) p ursuantto the
reg ulations at36 C.F .R.Part8 00, etseq .
11. Tec hnic alConsultation and M eeting s.The City of Phoenix
ag rees to identify an individualem p loyed w ith the City of Phoenix
Aviation Dep artm entw ho shallserve as a p ointof c ontac tfor the
City during the p roc ess of PBN desig n and im p lem entation
identified in Parag rap h 7 .c for Step One and Step Tw o.The p erson
identified as the City’s p ointof c ontac tor authoriz ed
rep resentative shallattend alltec hnic alm eeting s c alled by F AA
needed to im p lem entStep One and Step Tw o, and the City ag rees
thatany c om m unic ation w ith the City’s p ointof c ontac tor
authoriz ed rep resentative on Step One and Step Tw o shallbe
deem ed to be ac tualand suffic ientc om m unic ation to the City
reg arding the PBN im p lem entation p roc ess desc ribed in
Parag rap h 7 .c and NEPA.The Historic Neig hborhood Petitioners
m ay also identify a p ointof c ontac tto attend these m eeting s.If
the Historic Neig hborhood Petitioners identify no p ointof c ontac t,
11
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the City of Phoenix point of contact or authorized representative
shall be deemed to be the point of contact for the Historic
Neighborhood Petitioners and other neighborhoods in the City.
Miscellaneous Provisions
12.

Own Costs. Each Party shall bear its own costs and fees,

including attorney fees, in connection with this Agreement and
the litigation giving rise to this Agreement.
13.

Authority. The representative of each Party hereby certifies

that he or she is duly authorized to enter into this Agreement.
Petitioners represent that they have the full authority to perform
all of the acts and obligations they have agreed to perform under
the terms of this Agreement. The United States, acting though the
Department of Justice and the FAA, represents that the FAA has
the full authority to perform all of the acts and obligations it and
the United States has agreed to perform under the terms of this
Agreement.
14.

Copies and Counterparts. It is contemplated that this

Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall
be deemed an original, and all of which together constitute one
and the same document. Facsimiles, hard copies, and scanned
electronic copies of signatures including scanned electronic copies
sent by email, shall constitute acceptable binding signatures for
purposes of this Agreement.
15.

Defense of This Agreement. The Parties agree to vigorously

and actively defend this Agreement and all terms embodied
therein as fair and reasonable, to vigorously and actively defend
the same against any challenge by any individual or entity.
12
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Petitioners may, but are not required to, intervene in support of
this Agreement in any action brought by third parties against the
FAA regarding this Agreement. The Parties further agree not to
undermine directly or indirectly this Agreement or any terms set
forth therein for as long as this Agreement remains in effect.
16.

Modification. This Agreement may be supplemented,

amended, or modified only by the mutual agreement of the Parties
in writing. No supplement, amendment, or modification of this
Agreement shall be binding unless it is in writing and signed by
all duly authorized representatives of each Party.
17.

Release. Upon the date on which the mandate in the above-

captioned matters is issued, the Petitioners and their heirs,
administrators, representatives, attorneys, successors, and
assigns, hereby release, waive, acquit, and forever discharge the
FAA and all its respective officers, employees, and agents from,
and are hereby forever barred and precluded from prosecuting,
any and all claims, causes of action, and/or requests for relief
asserted in these consolidated actions, except that this release
does not apply to actions taken to enforce this Agreement or taken
in response to a request or order by the D.C. Circuit in these
consolidated actions.
18.

No Third Party Rights. This Agreement is not intended to

create, and does not create, any third-party beneficiary right,
confer upon any non-party a right to enforce or sue for an alleged
breach of the Agreement or generate any other kind of right or
privilege for any person, group, or entity other than the Parties.
13
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Anti-Deficiency Act. Nothing in this Agreement may be

construed to commit a federal official to obligate or pay funds in
violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1341.
20.

Effective Date. This Agreement shall be effective upon the

date signed by all Parties. This Agreement’s continued
effectiveness is contingent on the Court’s Order of August 29,
2017, being amended in a manner substantially consistent with
the proposed language for amending the Order in Paragraph 2.a.ii
of this Agreement. In the event that the D.C. Circuit issues its
mandate and any of the Western RNAV Routes are vacated as a
result, then the Parties shall immediately be relieved of their
obligations under this Agreement.
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For the Federal Aviation Administration and Michael P. Huerta~

Date ~~ ZS~ ~ 7
JEFFREY H. W OD
Acting Assistant Attorney General
LANE N. MCFADDEN
Lane.McFadden@usdoj.gov
Attorney, ENRD Appellate Section
United States Dept. of Justice
PO Box 7415, Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044T~ (202) 3539022
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For the Historic Neighborhood Petitioners:

By: ______________________________
William Denney, President
Story Preservation Association, Inc.
By: _____________________________
Robert Cannon, President
Willo Neighborhood Association
By: _____________________________
Brent J. Kleinman, President
Encanto-Palmcroft Historic
Preservation Association, Inc.
By: _____________________________
Andie Abkarian, President
Roosevelt Action Association, Inc.
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APPENDIX A
TABLE 1: STEP ONE FAA PROCESS FOR DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF LETTER OF AGREEMENT
Step/Task

Target
Completion Date

Develop FAA Facility Letter of Agreement (LOA) Phase

April 1, 2018
Late November
2017
Early December
2017
Early January 2018

Draft Letter of Agreement for Phoenix Terminal Radar Control and
Phoenix Air Traffic Control Tower
Secure National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA)
agreement on change
Secure FAA Western Service Area Operations Support Group
approval of Letter of Agreement revision.
Complete Safety Risk Management process on change.
Provide NATCA formal notification of change for Impact &
Implementation bargaining. (NATCA gets 30 days to determine
Impact & Implementation accommodations.)
Controller training
Letter of Agreement implementation target date

Environmental Review Process Phase
Complete Initial Environmental Review Form (Appendix 5, FAA
Order JO7400.2L) and supporting research, noise analysis,
graphics/figures/exhibits.
--Include noise modeling
--Include environmental justice assessment
--Include historic, parks, air, and other protected resources
Historic and other consultation with State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO), City Historic Preservation Office and other consulting
parties (30-day comment period for historic and Tribal officials).
Publish environmental, noise, Step One description and Step Two
scoping materials on FAA website prior to public meetings
Community involvement meetings (same as Community Involvement
Phase, below)
Determine and document level of NEPA review

Community Involvement Phase
Notification of community involvement meetings in local newspapers,
outreach to contact list, City of Phoenix website, and FAA website
Publish environmental, noise, Step One description and Step Two
scoping materials on FAA website
Hold three public meetings, including one in Northeast Phoenix
Comment period in conjunction with public meetings
Respond to public comments

1
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End January 2018
End February
March 2018
April 1, 2018
End February 2018
End January 2018

Middle February
2018
February 2018
End February 2018
End February 2018
End February 2018
January/February
2018
February 2018
February 2018
February 2018
March 2018
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TABLE 2: HIGH-LEVEL STEP TWO FAA PROCESS FOR LONG-TERM
PERFORMANCE-BASED NAVIGATION ROUTES AND PROCEDURES
Estimated start: May 2018
Step/Task
Phase 1 - Preliminary Activities
Consider Step One input and determine Step Two scope
Notify public of Step Two scope and responses to comments
from Step One
Phase 2 - Design Activities
FAA route and procedure design process
--City and Historic Neighborhood participation
--Safety Risk Management and environmental reviews
FAA public meetings and engagement regarding scope of
alternatives
Phase 3 - Development and Operational Preparation
FAA environmental analysis process
Notification of community involvement meetings in local
newspapers, outreach to contact list, City of Phoenix website,
and FAA website
Release draft environmental assessment for public comment
Public meetings and engagement regarding scope of
alternatives
Consultation and coordination with SHPO, CHPO, Tribal
representatives and other governments
Finalize environmental assessment and determine final action
Phase 4: Implementation of New Routes/Procedures
Public engagement and information consistent with
Community Involvement Manual
Phase 5: Post-implementation Monitoring and Evaluation
Public engagement and information consistent with
Community Involvement Manual
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1-2 months

12-18 months

12-18 months

1-2 months
1-2 months
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